4TH GRADUATE RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM

ALBERT PICK HALL
1541 BRESCIA AVE

NOVEMBER 28
9:30 AM - 1:40 PM

9:30  Lillian Manzor, Welcoming Remarks
9:35  Fabio Tarazona, Evaluating Plant-frugivore Meta-population Dynamics in Defaunated Caribbean Islands
9:50  Riley Fortier, A Longitudinal Study for the Acclimation of Individual Tropical Trees to Climate Change (Peru)
10:05 Alyssa Kullberg, Exploring Endemism at the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, Colombia
10:20  Reid Rumelt, Vocal Traits and Community Assembly in a Speciose Montane Bird Community
10:35 Discussion
10:50  Richard Carrillo, A Conductor’s Guide to Frank La Rocca’s Mass of the Americas
11:05  Marilia Kamil, Instituto Baccarelli, Where Music Transforms
11:20  Marcia Fanti Negri, WeMigration: Re-mapping Women’s Voices in Brazilian Contemporary Writing
11:35  Jordan Rogers, Black Affinities / Afinidades negras
11:50 Discussion
12:00 Lunch
12:45  Joanne Seunarine, Comparative Analysis of the Healthcare Systems of Brazil and Guyana
1:00  Hanna Artmann, Perceptions and Exposure to Mis/Disinformation in Mexico
1:15  Karen Backe, Designing Digital Serious Games to Support JEDI (Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion) in STEM and Heritage Access
1:30 Discussion
1:40  Lillian Manzor, Closing Remarks and Presentation of 2024 CFP